Unofficial translation – Only the Italian version is authentic

PIRELLI & C. SOCIETÀ PER AZIONI (LIMITED COMPANY)
ORDINARY SHAREHOLDERS’ MEETING, 21 APRIL 2010

The meeting of the ordinary shareholders of PIRELLI & C S.p.A. started at 10.35 am on 21 April
2010 in viale Sarca 214, Milan.
Mr. Marco Tronchetti Provera took the chair, pursuant to the company by-laws and, with the
unanimous consent of the Meeting, asked Mr. Carlo Marchetti to act as Secretary.
Firstly, the Chairman informed the meeting that:
the Meeting was called on to discuss and deliberate on the following
agenda
Ordinary Part:
Financial statements at 31 December 2009. Inherent and consequent deliberations.
Extraordinary Part
(Omissis)
- the notice convening the meeting was published in the Official Gazette (G.U. no. 33) on 18 March
2010;;
- the notice convening the meetings was also published, on 19 March 2010 in Il Sole 24 Ore, Milano
Finanza and Finanza & Mercati;
- the Company has received no requests for additional items to be placed on the agenda, pursuant to the
current law;
- the Shareholders’ Meeting convened on first call on 20 April 2010 was adjourned, since an
insufficient number of shares were represented, as indicated in the minutes to be placed in the register
of Shareholders’ Meetings.
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- so far as verifying the quorums is concerned, the share capital totals 1,556,692,865,28 divided into
5,367,906,432 shares of 0.29 euros par value each, composed of 5,233,142,003 ordinary shares and
134,764,429 savings shares;
- at the date of this meeting, the Company held 3,867,500 of its own ordinary shares and 4,491,769 of
its own savings shares;
- at 10.38 am. a total of 260 shareholders were in attendance, or represented by proxy, corresponding to
2,993,510,509 ordinary shares. The persons attending the meeting thus held 57.202929% of the
ordinary shares.
The Chairman therefore stated that the Meeting had been regularly convened, first of all as an ordinary
meeting, and might therefore discuss and deliberate on the agenda and reminded the meeting that:
- the documentation on the various items on the agenda had been the subject of the public notices
required by the applicable regulations, and published on the Company website; in particular, the
prospectus containing the draft financial statements of the Company and consolidated financial reports
at 31 December 2009, complete with directors report, the reports of the Board of statutory auditors and
the external Auditors and the reports of the Directors on all the other items on the agenda had been
made available to the public at the registered offices of the company and at Borsa Italiana, the Italian
stock exchange, on 2 April 2010. As mentioned, all the aforementioned documentation had also been
published on the Company website;
- the same documentation is contained in the printed copies of the financial reports distributed at the
entrance (including, among other things, the proposals for deliberation formulated by the Board of
Directors); this publication, which also contains the 2009 Sustainability Report and the Annual
Corporate Governance and Share Ownership Report, was also sent in the last few days to those
shareholders of Pirelli & C S.p.A. who had attended one of the last three shareholders’ meetings, and to
those who requested it;
- the financial reports of the subsidiary companies, and the essential data on the affiliates, were also
made available at the registered offices of the Company, on 02 April 2010;
- according to the Shareholders’ Register, updated by the communications received pursuant to art. 120
of Legislative Decree no. 58/1998 and other available information, the following persons own shares
with voting rights representing more than 2% of the ordinary share capital:
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MARCO TRONCHETTI PROVERA

Number of

% of ordinary

shares

capital

1,370,735,560

26,19

287,045,437

5,49

of which 13,764 (0%) directly
and indirectly through
. Camfin SpA - 1,369,504,398 (26.17%)
. Cam Partecipazioni SpA - 1,217,398 (0.02%)
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ASSICURAZIONI GENERALI S.p.A.
of which 113,926,593 (2.18%) directly
and indirectly through
. Ina Assitalia SpA - 104,949,245 (2.00%)
. Generali Vie S.A - 57,400,000 (1.10%)
. - Alleanza Toro Assicurazioni S.p.A. - 9,888,007 (0.19%)
. Intesa Vita SpA - 842,952 (0.02%)
. Genertel Life SpA - 38,640 (0%)
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EDIZIONE S.r.l.

249,756,728

4,77
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MEDIOBANCA S.p.A.

241,144,264

4,61
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ALLIANZ SE

236,456,434

4,52

234,548,202

4,48

of which indirectly through
. Allianz SpA - 236,391,434 (4.52%)
. Creditras SpA - 65,000 (0%)
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PREMAFIN FINANZIARIA S.p.A.
of which indirectly through
. Fondiaria - S.A.I. SpA - 233,072,874 (4.45%)
. Milano Assicurazioni SpA - 1,325,996 (0.03%)
. Popolare Vita SpA - 149,332 (0%)
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- in addition, Pirelli & C. S.p.A. itself owns 3,867,500 ordinary shares, equivalent to approximately
0.07% of the ordinary share capital, while subsidiary companies do not hold any Pirelli & C. S.p.A.
shares;
- the list of the names of the shareholders attending the meeting would be available at the entrance to
the room as soon as it had been printed out, and then attached to the minutes.
The Chairman, again:
- invited the shareholders to report any deficiencies in entitlements to vote pursuant to the current
regulations;
- regarding the existence of shareholder agreements, referred to in art. 122 of Legislative Decree
58/1998, mentioned that there is a Pirelli & C. S.p.A. Share Block Syndicate. The members are listed
below, together with the percentage of ordinary shares held by each shareholder:
% of total no. of
Number of
ordinary shares
shares assigned
issued
CAMFIN S.p.A.
MEDIOBANCA S.p.A.
EDIZIONE S.r.l.
FONDIARIA - SAI S.p.A.
ALLIANZ S.p.A.

1,063,360,850

20.32

241,144,264

4.61

241,135,003

4.61

231,355,374

4.42

230,749,971

4.41

230,749,965

4.41

84,519,252

1.62

62,407,310

1.19

33,168,521
2,418,590,510

0.63
46.22

ASSICURAZIONI GENERALI S.p.A.
(of which 57,400,000 shares through Generali Vie S,A, and 82,779,265
shares through Ina Assitalia S,p,A, )

INTESA SANPAOLO S.p.A.
Massimo MORATTI
(of which 37,420,339 shares through CMC Sp.A. and 13,435,544
shares registered to Istifid S,p,A, )

SINPAR S.p.A.
Total

- noted that in addition to himself, as Chairman, the following persons were in attendance:
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-- Directors: Carlo Alessandro Puri Negri (Vice Chairman), Alberto Pirelli (Vice Chairman), Carlo
Acutis, Alberto Bombassei, Franco Bruni, Luigi Pierfranco Campiglio, Giulia Maria Ligresti, Umberto
Paolucci, Luigi Roth and Carlo Secchi (who arrived a little late), the other Directors having justified
their absence;
-- All the Statutory Auditors: Enrico Laghi (Chairman), Paolo Domenico Sfameni and Paolo Gualtieri;
- representatives of the external auditors, the media, financial analysts and experts, as well as the
personnel responsible for servicing the meeting and the common representative of the savings
shareholders, Mr. Giovanni Pecorella;
- also reminded the meeting that the current text of Regulations for Shareholders’ Meetings was
published in the financial report document (page 163 onwards), as was the current text of the Company
By-laws (page 130 onwards);
- to enable all those present who wished to participate in the debate to do so, he used his powers under
the law and the Regulations for Shareholders’ Meetings to limit the period for which shareholders’
could intervene to 15 minutes, and invited the meeting to respect this limit to facilitate the orderly and
correct discharge of business, and also asked that speakers limit themselves to the point under
discussion at the time of their intervention;
- he also invited those shareholders who intended to speak on the various items on the Agenda to
register their intention, using the form given to them for the purpose at the entrance. When called on to
speak, the shareholders were asked to please go to the microphone on his right, and to not speak from
the body of the room, to allow everyone to hear clearly;
- he also informed the meeting that the proceedings were being recorded to facilitate preparation of the
minutes, and that simultaneous translation from Italian to English and from English to Italian was
available (headsets available at the entrance to the room);
- mentioned that personal data collected in the recordings, and during accreditation to participate in the
meeting, would be retained only for the purpose of running the Shareholders’ Meeting and preparing
the minutes. All processing would be carried out in accordance with the privacy law;
- reminded the meeting that shareholders are not permitted to make audio or video recordings of the
proceedings;
- informed the meeting that, to facilitate the work of the meeting, the Company was using a specific IT
system to record attendance at the shareholders’ meeting and for voting.
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Before considering the items on the agenda, the Chairman showed slides illustrating the new
arrangements for voting, which had already been used during the most recent shareholders’ meetings.
He explained that:
- on entering the room, shareholders’ had been given an electronic device called a “radiovoter”, in
which a Shareholder identification code and the number of shares owned by him or her had been
stored. A notice containing instructions on how to use the device had been provided with the
“radiovoter”;
- all votes would occur using the “radiovoter”;
- once the voting procedure for each item on the agenda had been declared open, the Shareholders
would be asked to press the “F” key to express a vote in favour, the “C” key to express a vote against,
or the “A” key to express abstention. At this point – before pressing “OK” – shareholders could still
change their mind, by simply pressing their new choice;
- after checking that the correct choice is shown on the display, shareholder should then press the “OK”
key on the “radiovoter” to definitively express their vote, and this will be confirmed on the display.
From this point the vote expressed could only be changed by going to the “assisted vote” desk near the
podium;
- shareholders who did not vote or did not confirm their vote by pressing OK would be classified as
“NOT VOTING”;
- votes in favour, votes against and abstentions, and non voting shareholders would automatically be
registered and an analytical report would be attached to the minutes of the Shareholders’ Meeting;
- the “assisted vote” desk mentioned above should be used by those Shareholders’ with proxies who
wished to express different votes for the different holdings they represent.
The Chairman, then:
- invited the shareholders to not leave or enter the room during voting to ensure that attendances were
correctly recorded;
- again reminded the meeting that the procedures for using the radiovoter were described in detail in the
document provided with the device, and that in any event there were members of staff in the room who
would be able to assist where necessary;
- clarified that the radiovoter would also be used to record attendances every time anyone entered or
left the room temporarily, and should be returned to the responsible staff when the shareholder was
leaving the meeting permanently, or at the end of the meeting;
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since the documentation for every item on the Agenda had been made available to the public (and on
the internet) and sent to those who had attended one of the last three shareholders’ meetings and also
supplied on entering the room, he announced that, as usual, it would not be read out.
Cardillo, in relation to preventing voting by persons not entitled to do so, asked for the list of
participants.
* * *

Proceeding to the first item on the agenda, concerning the Financial Statements at 31 December 2009
– inherent and consequential deliberations, the Chairman:
- reported that the fee for external auditors Reconta Ernst & Young S.p.A.


for auditing the accounts of Pirelli & C. S.p.A. for financial year 2009 it totalled 60,000 Euros for a
total of 1,152 hours



for auditing the 2009 consolidated accounts of Pirelli & C. S.p.A., it totalled 115,000 Euros for a
total of 1,501 hours



for limited auditing of the consolidated half-yearly accounts of Pirelli & C. S.p.A. at 30 June 2009
it totalled 60,000 Euros for a total of 885 hours;

- explained that the hours and fees for the auditing of the annual accounts include also those for the
activity referred to in article 155, subsection 1, letter a) of Legislative Decree no. 58/1998 (now article
14, subsection1, letter b) of Legislative Decree no. 39 of 27 January 2010, in force from 7 April 2010)
concerning the checks during the year that the company accounts are being kept properly and the
operations of the company are correctly recorded in the books. These fees do not include direct costs
and the fee for Consob supervision, which are charged at cost;
- added that in relation to the new requirements imposed on auditors by the applicable law (extension
of the opinion of the coherence of some of the information contained in the Corporate Governance and
Share Ownership Report, in compliance with the provisions of article 123-bis of Legislative Decree no.
58/1998), the fees of the external auditors for their work on the separate and consolidated financial
statements will be supplemented as follows:
o 18,000 euros for the 2009 and 2010 financial years;
o 16,000 euros for the 2011 and 2012 financial years;
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o 14,000 euros for the financial years ending on 31 December 2013 to those ending on 31
December 2016;
- he then opened the discussion, reminding shareholders to confine themselves to the point at issue, and
that the period of time available to each speaker would be 15 minutes.
-Benoffi, expressed his satisfaction for the return to dividend and for the plan to spin off Pirelli RE. In
this respect, he recalled that the trend of this year’s operations appeared to be more realistic than in the
past, with the end of the kind of “delirium of omnipotence” that caused sizable losses, worsened of
the financial position of the company and necessitated an increase in share capital, and so on. For his
part, once the spinoff is complete, he had no intentions of selling his Pirelli RE shares, but the
operation is likely to remove the holding discount that currently penalises the Pirelli & C share price.
Again referring to the future configuration of the Group, he asked if it would not be opportune, once
the spin off was complete, to proceed to merge Pirelli & C. and Pirelli Tyre, so as to reduce the
structural costs that maintaining a listed holding company separate from the operational company
certainly involve.
Further, the shareholder asked if there is any intention of resorting to a reverse share split, an operation
that in itself is purely technical and formal, but which might have some utility.
He ended by expressing his pleasure in the results achieved in the tyre sector, and suggesting that the
company should favour initiatives now in an embryonic state, such as the commitment in the
antiparticulate filter segment, for any possible new investment in the future.
Facchetti seconded the positive view of the spinoff of Pirelli RE, and also asked if it might not be
advantageous to maintain a minority holding in the property company, for example, a holding of 8%.
But he expressed some perplexity about the eventuality of a merger with Pirelli Tyre, recollecting that
the Parent Company also has significant holdings in RCS and in Mediobanca.
The shareholder went on to call attention to the need to definitively shelve the question of the
telephone taps, since it upsets anyone interested in and with any esteem for Pirelli to continually read
things that aren’t true in the press. He emphasised that also in the light of the most recent testimony
there is a conviction that the Chairman has no responsibility whatsoever for the episode: however, for
the Company, legal proceedings to establish objective liability are still underway, and settlement has
been requested, although there has been some opposition to this.
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Chairman Tronchetti Provera, he continued, has been the object of unjustified attacks in the press since
2001, or, more precisely, perhaps, since the 2003 merger of Telecom Italia and TIM, with the
concurrent concentration of operational liability in a single Managing Director. In this respect the
shareholder referred particularly to La Repubblica, and he expressed the view that the comments
made in this paper by the journalists writing about Pirelli and Camfin always tend to emphasis the
negative aspects of the Group, never the positive. Further, the shareholder mentioned the articles of
Massimo Mucchetti in the press and on television, and stated that he did not share the theories the
former puts forward: he recalled how, over time, the journalist stated that Telecom Italia need to
increase its share capital, or accused the telephone company of distributing dividends for the sole
purpose of satisfying the needs of Pirelli, when in reality, the shareholder reminded the meeting, Pirelli
has never received anything from Telecom Italia. Similarly, he did not share the journalist’s opinion
that the revenues of Telecom Italia decreased after the Sparkle affair, since the most significant fall
was in mobile telephony, not fixed telephony.
He then told the meeting that he recently met an important manager of Pirelli Tyre and found him to
be particularly optimistic and motivated: prompted by some of the topics of that meeting, he asked if
the Group actually benefited from the fact that last winter saw a lot of snow, and how business is
going in the United States after the Fiat operation with Chrysler. Finally, and again in relation to tyres,
he asked what the prospects are for the businesses in Russia and China.
Cini, expressing his pleasure in the positive financial results that show that Pirelli has overcome the
crisis, observed that the profits are principally derived from Pirelli Tyre, and asked if not listing this
company had been a good thing, in hindsight, and asked whether a further attempt to value it will be
made in the future.
He emphasised how the return to industry is, in any event, producing positive results. Furthermore, he
wanted to know:
-

if the dividend policy will be more or less sustainable;

-

if increases in capital or bond issues are planned, also recollecting that shareholders are already
sufficiently engaged;

-

the reasons for the planned sale of Pirelli Broadband, considering its profitability;

-

if the Chairman considers the forecast higher dividend right for long-term shareholders to be
feasible, given the operations of some funds, which purchase holdings for very narrow periods;

-

if it is not possible to ensure that directors’ remuneration is used to purchase company shares;
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-

if it is true that the Company must pay a sum of 1.5 million for the telephone taps affair.

The shareholder continued to speak, mentioning that he is also a shareholder of Pirelli RE, and bought
those shares at a price far higher than the current one. He also stated that he had learned that Pirelli RE
had purchased property in the Turin Olympic village at above-market prices, and asked if this was
true. He also asked, on this point, how advantageous the spin off operation is for Pirelli & C.
shareholders, and what we may consider the real value of this investment to be, given the net financial
position of the company, its stock market value, and the information emerging from the directors’
incentivisation plan.
Finally, the shareholder recollected some criticisms made of the distribution of a dividend by Fiat, and
reminded the meeting that any enterprise must know how to create value for its shareholders. Finally,
he expressed his compliments for the inauguration of the space for the promotion of Pirelli’s cultural
heritage, and asked to visit it.
Antolini firstly expressed his best wishes for the new young Chairman of Fiat, a company which is
also a partner of Pirelli and whose progress necessarily influences Pirelli’s results.
Coming to the results of the Group, the shareholder recollected how even if a profit had been made
this year, the negative progress of Pirelli RE should be taken into account, since in his view this
reflects the speculative tendency that has been evident in the property sector in recent years. In this
respect, he stated that Italy is by now full of homes that have been built and then remained empty. So
he believed he could support the project to assign the shares in the property company to the Pirelli &
C. shareholders, but was somewhat perplexed about any subsequent merger of the Parent Company
and the operational businesses.
Nor did he feel able to support the suggestion of a reverse share split, considering that similar
operations do not appear to have ever produced good outcomes. Remaining on the topic of the share
price, he remembered paying amounts far higher than the current share price for Company shares, and
considered that everything should be done to promote revaluation of the stock market price: apart from
anything else, he stated, the Group possesses the necessary industrial businesses and technologies for a
relaunch.
Then, referring to some pictures of rubber products in the financial reports document, he asked why
Pirelli does not go back to activities in sectors related to rubber, such as, for example, the baby toys
sector. Moreover, he recalled that the Group research and development sector is important, although
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caution is needed, considering how some inventions that had been announced and then never actually
made.
Finally, the shareholder reminded the meeting of the investment in Telecom Italia, an investment
which also allowed Pirelli to acquire many properties belonging to the telephone company. He
considered that the intuition of the Chairman is in reality correct, but rendered useless by political
opposition. This referred particularly to the activities of Telecom Italia Media, complaining how it had
been subject to political interference and recalled how the company only distributed profits after the
sale of the internet business to Telecom Italia, and thereafter made only significant losses.
Finally, he expressed the hope that politicians would return to politics and stop interfering with the
business of industrialists.
Romano fully supported the focus on core business in the last two years, and on the prospect of
spinning off the property business, an operation that would enable the sector responsibilities and
results to be clearly distinguished.
He asked if in future it would be possible to sustain such a dividend policy even in the light of the
increased cost of raw materials, and, finally, congratulated the company on the results of Inter, not
merely as a sports fact, but also in consideration of the promotional benefits they have brought to
Pirelli, as sponsor.
Cardillo, Chairman of a consumer association and syndicate of consumers/users, with website
chicontrollachi.it, stated that he had been attending the shareholders’ meetings of the Company for a
long time, since the times when, on the appearance of the internet market, he provided suggestions and
ideas to Leopoldo Pirelli, the Chairman at that time.. Over time, moreover, he had realised that the
problems were not so much with the ideas as with the interests of the directors, who in his view were
focussed on their own financial advantages as shareholders.

Reviewing the recent history and

structure of the Group, he reminded the meeting that the Pirelli family, with a share of under 5% of the
company, controlled the Group through Pirelli & C. and the support of Mediobanca; the ownership
had not changed much, in his view, with the arrival of the current Chairman, who held a share of
around 2% at the time he joined the Company. Again in relation to the history of the Group, the
shareholder then stated that the area in which the shareholders’ meeting used to be held was an
industrial area, and he believed that Pirelli S.p.A gave it away to Pirelli & C. for 500 billion lira, an
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operation which he had sought clarification about on several occasions, receiving in response a
statement that this was an approximate figure.
He in any event believed that the most important aspect of those events was the fact that at some point
Mr. Tronchetti Provera was accredited as a member of the group that supported the
shareholders’voting trust headed by Mediobanca, a circumstance which, he emphasised, still
continued.
He then focussed on the Telecom Italia issue, stating that in his view the main players were not Italian,
but American. It was in fact the latter who granted Colaninno the resources needed to carry out the
operation: when Colannino was then unable to transfer the debt from Olivetti to Telecom Italia, it
appeared necessary to proceed to replace him, and hence Mr. Tronchetti Provera was identified. The
shareholder stated that the Americans promoted the photonics operation in Pirelli, and it was in this
context, he believed, that most of the largest stock options ever assigned (about 500 million euros)
were assigned. On this point he recalled that at the time he had contested the legitimacy of an
operation of this type, something which in his view was not permitted by the bylaws of Pirelli S.p.A.,
He went on to state that the Chairman could be accredited in Mediobanca (even after the Germany
operation) as a financier, not as an industrialist, and hence he did not agree with the representation in
the recent biography of Dr. Tronchetti. On this point, he again recollected that the diversified sectors
in the rubber industry in fact existed already (Superga, mattresses or rubber for the metro and public
spaces), and that these sectors have been divested by the current Chairman, in an overall
reorganisation that, in the shareholder’s view, lead to the sacking of 7,000 people more than was
necessary.
Similar divestment operations, he continued, returning to the subject of Telecom Italia, were carried
out in the telephone company, with the sale of some hundred companies. In this matter, moreover, the
biggest fault that the shareholder wished to attribute to the Chairman was the decision to not start an
action for liability against the Colannino management, once the situation in South America had been
ascertained.
He then stated that if today there were new shareholders and new directors, they would have proposed
an action for liability against the Chairman . He did not believe that the fact that the public prosecutors
did not hold Mr. Tronchetti Provera responsible in any way, in the current proceedings on Telecom
Italia, would affect these conclusions.

The public prosecutors asserted that Telecom employed

resources of over 40 million euros without the Chairman being aware of their purpose, and the
Chairman, for his part, had emphasised how the company account involved was an administrative
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account that he was not responsible for: the shareholder condemned these considerations, reminding
the meeting of the position and significant remuneration enjoyed by the Chairman in those years.
On the same point, the shareholder stated that in his view the opinions of the public prosecutors cannot
absolve the Chairman of his responsibilities as a director of both Pirelli and Telecom Italia. He felt that
there had, in reality, been a lack of diligence, and, in particular, a serious fault in not having checked
how the resources available to the security department were being spent. In his view, we should in fact
be asking ourselves what personal interest Tavaroli might ever have had in monitoring a lot of people,
and he emphasised that the number of crimes that have emerged from this affair is the highest in living
memory. All of this, he again emphasised, was also to the detriment of Pirelli shareholders, who at the
time had to live through an investment operation supported by Mediobanca and the Americans that, in
his opinion, would also have resulted in structural changes to the company purpose.
He also considered disgraceful the circumstance that in his view the Chairman had in any event
benefited from Pirelli’s investment in Telecom Italia, from the determination of the share swap
involved in the merger of Pirelli & C. and Pirelli S.p.A., a merger in which, he stated, the Chairman
was in a situation of conflict of interests.
Finally, the shareholder announced that he wanted to start an action for liability, also against Mr. Puri
Negri, whose final payout he also criticised, since his position too was one of conflict of interest, in
the shareholders’ view.
Molitti, recollected that most of the loss of 2008 had been covered by the share premium reserve, with
a small part from the monetary revaluation reserve: the total profit for 2009 would only cover some of
the prior losses. He emphasised that the business sector in the greatest difficulty was the property
sector, which had always been characterised by highs and lows: and so he wondered if this was the
best time to withdraw from the sector.
Expressing his pessimism about the end of the current crisis, he also asked if it was really the case to
distribute a dividend, or if it might be more opportune to strengthen the capital reserves of the
Company, also in the light of possible increases in raw material prices. On this point, he asked if the
financial reports and the proposed distribution of the profits could be put to separate votes.
Mr. Le Pera announced that he wished to speak primarily about corporate governance issues, and, in
particular, on the information given to stakeholders. He observed, firstly, that the report on this issue
drawn up by the Company was particularly exhaustive and well-drafted.
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Having said that, with specific reference to the activities undertaken by the Board committees, he
commented that it had emerged that the Internal Control and Risk Committee had met more frequently
than the Remuneration Committee, based on the formal indications available, at least. The additional
emolument specified for members of the first committee is 24,000 euros, while the emolument for
participating in the remuneration committee is 20,000 euros: he suggested, on this matter, that the
Board of Directors reflect on the more correct proportion between compensation and the work actually
done by the committees.
He also observed that the available data, which again was formal in nature, indicated that 6 directors
attended less than 50% of the meetings of the Board of Directors: this cannot be satisfactory for the
shareholders, also in consideration of the faculty to attend Board Meetings by conference call. So he
invited the directors to make more use of the technological tools available, precisely to promote the
greatest possible attendance at Board meetings.
Finally, he asked for more information on the application submitted by the Company to the Public
prosecutor’s Office in relation to the liabilities for the Security affair pursuant to Legislative Decree
231/2001.
Gualtieri reminded the meeting that during the preliminary hearing for the aforementioned Pirelli
Telecom Italia security proceedings, it had emerged that Pirelli had signed a contract with a company
called Coffee Counts Ltd to participate in an invitation to tender in Tunisia. Since Coffee Counts Ltd
is a company that can be linked to the Chairman’s brother-in-law, the shareholder asked that any
economic advantage of this contract with Coffee Counts Ltd for Pirelli be explained to the
shareholders.
No-one else having asked to speak, the Chairman gave the following replies.
With reference, firstly, to the requests for an update on the spin off of Pirelli RE, he stated that this
would probably take the form of an allocation of shares to the shareholders of Pirelli & C., probably to
be deliberated before the summer and be finalised by the end of the year; regarding a possible merger
with Pirelli Tyre, a series of both fiscal and organisational assessments are underway. In any event, the
corporate costs were halved during 2009 (from 20 to 10 million euros), and there probably is no
further space for further significant savings, even with a merger.
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The filter business was being developed very carefully, especially in relation to the Chinese market, in
which Pirelli is the only company whose products have been type tested, and even mentioned in the
Ministry of the Environment website.
In relation to the results of Pirelli Tyre, the Chairman emphasised that, after the restructuring that
started in 2008, the company was able to deliver better results that its competitors in 2009, apart from
some niche producers in Northern Europe. The principal key to these satisfying results is the increase
in the company’s presence in markets in which there is and there will be greatest growth, such as Latin
America, China and Rumania and the Middle East. The Group is also looking with interest at Russia,
with projects that will be drawing to completion by the end of the year. So we are looking at a
particularly broad world, continuing the strategy to “localise” rather than “delocalise” the company’s
business where growth opportunities are spotted. This, the Chairman reminded the meeting, has been
the perspective that in recent years has led to the construction of a new factory in Brazil, a
strengthening of the company’s presence in the United States, which is starting to produce good
growth rates, the construction of two factories in China, an extension of the factory in Egypt, and we
also started looking at Russia, as mentioned above. So Mr. Gori’s team is performing particularly
proficuous work, also thanks to the top level technological positioning of the company: we therefore
hope to continue to satisfy the market and our shareholders.
After clarifying that the company is examining the pros and cons of a possible reverse share split, the
Chairman, referring to some of the comments made by Facchetti, observed that it seems opportune to
make a “clean break” with the property sector, and hence avoid maintaining even a minority
shareholding. This will also allow us to show that Pirelli RE is able to sustain itself independently,
since the market still shows signs of scepticism about the future of the property sector,
notwithstanding the major restructuring that has been carried out.
In any event, the business of Pirelli RE has in the past guaranteed considerable satisfaction, and it
cannot be forgotten, when judging an initiative, how good it was in the past. When the crisis came, the
company was able to start a turn around quickly, which involved cutting employment from 3000 to
1000 people, and focussing on the core business of services. However, a property portfolio valued at
approximately 1.2 billion euros on the NAV remains, to which the value of the SGR than manages a
5.5 billion euro portfolio in Italy must be added: even taking the debt into account, Pirelli RE remains
an entity with a very high unexpressed value. In the context of the increase in capital, moreover, the
market has trusted the company, as did Pirelli & C., which first assured support for 750 million euros
and then underwrote its portion of the increase. Today there is also the full support of the financial
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system, with which we believe that Pirelli RE is wholly able to proceed independently, with the
prospect, for the future, of further satisfaction for all shareholders.
Remaining on the issues of the property sector, Mr. Tronchetti Provera then recollected that in the
purchase of the Bicocca area, there certainly was no question of any gift to Pirelli & C. at the time,
Pirelli S.p.A. had reported losses of 700 million, with capitalisation of less than a billion and debts of
3000 billion. There was then an extensive industrial restructuring operation, that allowed Pirelli,
thanks in part to the sale of the diversified products sector, to recover from the crisis: this was a
restructuring that is still studied today as an example of a successful industrial turnaround. So, the
Chairman continued, in the context of this restructuring, the purchase of the areas by Pirelli & C. in
the light of their possible development, provided an injection of cash that was essential for the
recovery of the industrial business, and so it was essential to allow Pirelli S.p.A. to again become
competitive from the 1990s. This operation was of no specific direct benefit to Pirelli & C.: but it was
able to create a school of professionalism that over the years was able to transform an industrial area
of a million square metres into an area with a university with tens of thousands of students, the offices
of several foreign companies, services, and so on: a case unique in Italy. Pirelli & C., he reiterated, did
not obtain some unspecified benefit from this operation, and certainly did not undertake speculative
operations of any kind: it retained a hard to place asset for years, carrying out a recognised piece of
work with its own personnel, from Carlo Puri Negri onwards.
Mr. Tronchetti Provera continued with the responses by recollecting that the snowfalls of last winter
were indeed a positive element for the tyres sector, since dealers will very probably top up their stocks
in the third quarter.
The trend in raw materials also naturally constitutes an element of special importance. He recollected
that the phases of speculation lasted for a certain period of time, and then subsided, due to lack of
demand: this implies that there is a phase in which raw materials have a proportionally greater impact
on market growth. There was, therefore a delay in the impact of the higher raw material costs on
prices: Pirelli started to increase prices in the Middle East and North America in the first quarter, and
then extended this trend to the rest of the world in the second quarter. If volumes remain at current
levels, the company is confident that it can start implementing a second round of price rises, fully
exploiting the reorganising and restructuring activities that have started, such as focussing our business
on growing markets with high technology products.
In this last respect, the Chairman pointed out that construction of a factory in Russia might start in the
fourth quarter, since the company is examining whether to build another factory, or to purchase an
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existing one. This would be a particularly important platform, which would serve not only the Russian
market, but all the markets of the ex Soviet republics, and also some Northern European countries,
where the Group can be competitive, particularly with its offer of winter products.
The high range products have also achieved important recognition in North America, where for the
moment they are a minor presence.
Continuing, the Chairman agreed that the fact that Pirelli Tyre is not listed now constitutes a positive
element, and there is no need to attempt this operation again.
And as for the industrial or financial nature of his own management, Mr. Tronchetti Provera
emphasised how, in reality, he has never really done finance: the purchase of Telecom Italia was also
dictated by a wholly industrial logic, as is clear from the history of the investment that has been
published, with nothing to hide, on the Company website. And it is precisely in industrial terms that
the management of Telecom Italy was successful, as witnessed not only be the interest expressed by
those competitors who attempted to reach agreements, not concluded for various reasons, but also by
the objective result of having transformed a company with significant structural financial problems
into a normal company. The industrial soundness of the operation, carried out and managed by Pirelli
men, was even recognised by the European Commission and the Telecommunications Authority,
which at the time was pleased with the data on the growth of broadband, and the Group’s
technological development in general.
Between 2001 and 2006, Mr. Tronchetti Provera continued, Telecom Italia invested approximately
17% of its revenues in modernising the network, more than any other competitor. The progress was
then interrupted at a crucial stage, preventing completion of a programme to add value that would have
benefited everyone, including those, like himself, who in any case remains the major individual
shareholder of the Group, with a transparent shareholding of about 8%. The final loss of about 3
billion is in any event lower than the losses on the Cisco and Corning operations, which at the time
certainly were not the fruit of American intervention, but activities to enhance the value of the
company’s own patents and technologies. He reminded the meeting that one can read truthful accounts
of this, and of the stock options affair, on the Pirelli site, which further supports the notion that the
true strength of whoever is responsible for operational choices is and always will be is to have nothing
to hide, irrespective of the outcome of whatever industrial operations he might have promoted. The
Pirelli Group, moreover, is a group with 138 years of history, as is also clear in the exhibition that is
naturally open to all, and has always managed to overcome difficult crises, from wars to terrorism,
with its head held high, and with pride.
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Referring to the last matters mentioned by some of the shareholders who took the floor, the Chairman
then stated that some people are always seeking to direct public opinion towards aspects of the
procedure that are not true. The settlement proposed pursuant to the “231” law does not imply any
acknowledgement of guilt, but fulfils the principle of “nolo contendere” (“plea of no contest”), that is,
the intention to avoid contesting highly complex matters that could potentially take a very long time. If
we focus on the things that are true, then, we can learn that neither the Chairman nor the other
directors of Pirelli have been investigated, apart from the known defendants: and this is perhaps due to
the fact that, as serious people, they personally took responsibility for reporting a series of facts,
consistent with an attitude of absolute good faith, straightforwardness and correctness.
And further to this issue, the Chairman also recollected that one of the public prosecutors, whose
investigation lasted 4 years, had pointed out that there was a collective impression, prompted by
almost the entire mass media, about the existence of hypothetical phone taps. But these have never
existed, as the subsequent Chairman of Telecom Italia, Mr. Guido Rossi, also affirmed, clearly stating
that the company had always intervened promptly, reporting reprehensible facts, unlike others. These,
he emphasised, are the facts and statements made by those who, like the public prosecutors, have
analysed the circumstances with no interest other than to seek the truth, irrespective of the theories that
are sometimes put forward in the media.
For his part, he continued, he had given testimony in the Court hearings for three days, with the
serenity of someone who can only be proud of the hard work of himself and his co-workers. But the
work was interrupted, for which many people, and not just Pirelli shareholders, have had to pay the
price.
Moving on to the other comments made by shareholders, Mr. Tronchetti Provera associated himself
with the best wishes for the new chairman of Fiat, recollecting how although Pirelli is present
throughout the world, the link with Fiat remains a historical and strategic one.
Returning to the question of the separation of the property business, he stated that the benefits the
company expects from this are primarily related to the holding discount, which Pirelli & C. listings are
currently subject to, and secondly the discount that affects Pirelli Tyre in relation to the EBIT
multiples, and, thirdly, the need, mentioned earlier, to show that Pirelli RE is now a company that can
stand on its own two feet, without any protective umbrella.
He then confirmed that he wanted to continue with the current dividend policy, particularly if the
market continues to trust the Group in the way it has shown.
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The Group’s concentration on its core business is, as already mentioned, linked to the great global
opportunities that a context like the current one can present: in the face of the crisis, planned
structuring programmes have been given thrust and acceleration, and the results are confirming the
efforts made. When the company’s three year plans were explained to the Americans and the British,
in February 2009, they reacted with a degree of scepticism, given the context of the global crisis. We
responded to this scepticism with optimism and faith in our ability to find the right path, thanks to the
appropriate geographical placement and to technological development. Apart from anything else,
while geopolitical crises are hard to deal with, economic and financial ones, these days, cannot last too
long, because, overall, the system is a coordinated and reactive one.
Referring again to the investment in Telecom Italia, the Chairman reminded the meeting that the
choice to not take action against the previous management was taken after investigations by an
external law firm and auditor, and they confirmed that there were no elements on which proceedings
could be based. Certainly, it is true that significant devaluations were made: but this was just after
years of a speculative bubble, that had resulted in an increase in the value of certain assets that was not
always justified. He reminded the meeting that, in any event, the purchase of Telecom Italia happened
on the basis of a Value/EBITDA multiple equal to about 8: no transaction in the world of
telecommunications was carried out at a lower value. The multiple came down after the tragedy of the
Twin Towers, and we were able to reduce the cost paid by a further 10% because of excessive
contingent liabilities. This price, the Chairman emphasized, could have been repaid, if it had only been
possible to complete the strategic and industrial operations that had been planned.
After again pointing out that, in relation to the progress of Pirelli RE, it is not right to look only at its
recent losses, one should also remember the profits that the property sector was able to generate for
many years, the Chairman stated that the financial statements and the proposal about the profits could
not be voted on separately, since they were a single item on the agenda, and a single proposal
formulated by the Board of Directors, already announced and used for the voting instructions that
investment funds, for example, issue to their delegates.
Mr. Tronchetti Provera, in relation to the comments made by Mr. Le Pera, stated that several
international organisations had recognised the excellent level of Pirelli’s corporate governance, to
which the company has always had an innovative approach. This is also true in relation to a series of
transactions that were undertaken in the past between Pirelli and Telecom Italia: it being understood
that in reality many of the largest property transactions between the two groups took place before
Pirelli entered Telecom, for those completed afterwards, in which Pirelli RE generally participated
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with a minority share, a rule for transactions between related parties was applied that was in advance
of the rules which subsequently became widespread in practice. In fact, the independent directors
analysed and positive valued the operation of selling the Telecom Italia exchanges, from which the
latter also obtained significant financial benefit.
So far as the proportion of work done by committees and their remuneration is concerned, he pointed
out that the sums paid to the two committees mentioned by Mr. Le Pera are in line with the provisions
of the Self-regulatory Code of the Italian stock exchange, which Pirelli supports. The Board attributed
the fees taking the tasks of the two committees into account, and it was evident that the tasks of the
committee for internal control were more extensive. Insofar as the activities of the remuneration
committee, in particular, are concerned, he pointed out that this committee has, over its mandate,
undertaken the study and research that led Pirelli to adopt a Long Term Incentive Plan, with a
particularly innovative co-investment mechanism for managers, and for precisely this reason this
required significant preparatory activity.
Again on the subject of the proceedings pursuant to Legislative Decree 231, the Chairman reiterated
that the application filed by the Company, which the public prosecutors’ office consented to, does not
imply any admission of responsibility. The judge for the preliminary hearing has yet to issue his
decision on the application. This is, moreover, a procedure to which other companies’ whose
executives have been involved in matters that led to proceedings pursuant to legislative decree no.
231/2001 being issued against them have had recourse to. To conclude on this point, the substance of
the dispute has remained wholly unaffected after the Chairman’s answering the prosecutor’s questions
for three days as a witness, and, following this testimony, after the prosecutors had confirmed the
outcome of 4 years of investigations.
Finally, so far as the transaction mentioned by Mr. Gualtieri is concerned, the Chairman emphasised
that there was a report of improper behaviour by the Pirelli agent in Tunisia: he therefore presented
his brother-in-law, who had excellent relations and was the person who had made the report, to the
cables division. The result of this was that a company, founded with other partners and in which the
Chairman’s brother-in-law had a minority holding, won the tender for cables in Tunisia. Mr.
Tronchetti Provera stated that before awarding the contract to this company an investigation of who
the other agents were was carried out, and retained among the company documents: the result, he
repente, was a successful result, since the aim of winning the tender in a totally straightforward and
transparent way was achieved.
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Mr. Facchetti, then, took the floor and stated that the sale of businesses such as Superga or the
mattresses had proved to be opportune choices.
He asked if we could expect the incorporation of Pirelli Tyre, after which the financial shareholding
held by Pirelli & C. would become part of the operational company.
Finally, he asked if there was any possibility of overtaking Continental in terms of market share, given
the difficult situation in which the competitor finds itself, and considering also that Pirelli is perhaps
the sector company that is least burdened with debt.
Cardillo, stated that he did not agree with some of the reconstructions made by the Chairman,
pointing out that on other occasions the Chairman had indicated that the price to purchase the Bicocca
area had not actually been paid to the vendor company.
As for the investment in Telecom Italia, he believed that, in a transaction involving such sums, the
person in control can only be the person who makes the financial resources available, given that at any
moment he could decide not to provide support. In the case in question, it was Chase Manhattan that
made 100 billion dollars available to Colaninno, thanks to the credit made with this US bank by
Mediobanca. The actual control of Telecom Italia always remained in the hands of the American, in
the shareholder’s opinion, and during the Tronchetti Provera management they had reasons to bring
the debt into Telecom Italia, so that their credit would be well guaranteed: and this, the shareholder
believed, led to all the mergers that occurred.
He then mentioned the cables business, expressing regret for the sale of its then-revenues to a third
party. He also believed that this was a “wholesale” sale, undertaken primarily in the interest not of an
entrepreneur, but of a bank, which implied that the company would certainly be sold again. In this
respect, he stated that at the time there were also some directors inside Pirelli who had suggested
following a different route, which was to promote an IPO, which would have assured higher earnings.
He recalled having sent a letter by registered mail to the then-Chairman of the Board of Statutory
Auditors – Mr. Guatri -, in July 2005, inviting him to clarify a series of issues, and, if appropriate, to
apply to Courts ex article 2409 of the Italian civil code for the appointment of a receiver.
In relation to the request for a discount for Colannino, the shareholder recalled that he had been
informed the Chairman of a series of issues a couple of months in advance, and invited him to ask for
a reduction in price; he stated that he had never been thanked for this information.
He concluded by stating that the biggest problem is always the control system, which in his opinion
does not work in Italy because of the many conflicts of interest.
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Cini, asked for information on the properties in the Turin Olympic Village, the possibility of a
possible increase in capital and the likelihood of the sale of Pirelli Broadband.
Antolini emphasised that one had to approve the way in which Pirelli RE would be made to continue
independently, also considering the particularly difficult situation of the entire property sector, which
in his opinion recorded a considerable increase in prices that was not justifiable.
In relation to the action for liability announced by one shareholder, he contested the legality of this,
since it requires at least one fortieth of the share capital. He stated that if the action were put to a vote,
he would abstain from voting.
The Chairman, in response to the replies given by the shareholders, again pointed out that the
implications of any merger between Pirelli & C. and Pirelli Tyre, particularly the organisational and
accounting implications, are being assessed. However, he reiterated that this transaction is no longer
one of any great significance, given that the corporate costs have been halved. Continental, he went
on, is a company that remains competitive, and which has managed to insulate its industrial activity
from the financial turbulence that affects higher parts of its control chain.
The consideration for the Bicocca area was partly financed by third parties who became shareholders
in the various vehicles through which the area was developed: he reiterated that this certainly was not
a free sale, and, moreover, other, lower, purchase offers had been received in that period. The price
received by Pirelli S.p.A., he again reiterated, allowed the company to cope with an important
restructuring phase with a financial situation that was less serious than at the beginning.
Insofar as the role of the Americans in the Telecom Italia affair is concerned, Mr. Tronchetti Provera
recollected how one can often read reconstructions of events, in books, that have little to do with
reality: whoever writes such reconstructions must then take all responsibility for them. What happened
is that Pirelli and Benetton had spare cash, and they used it. No American asked to put money in, or
take it out: the two banks that oversaw the investment were, the Chairman stated, Unicredito Italiano
and Banca Intesa.
He went on to state that the cables business was sold for approximately 1,200 million euros, after a
serious and wholly transparent bidding procedure, won by Goldman Sachs funds. The IPO route was
not the most appropriate solution at that time, as all the Company’s advisors pointed out: so the
company chose the route that was best both in terms of the economic-financial return for Pirelli and in
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terms of the management valuation. A management that did very well and that is still recognisably
“Pirelli-like”, he stated.
As for any future increases in share capital, the Chairman then reminded the meeting that the financial
position of the Company is the most solid in the sector, and it therefore has space to grow with its own
resources.
In relation to the Turin properties, he again reminded the meeting that the Olympic village is owned by
a fund called the “Fondo Città di Torino”, in which Pirelli RE holds 36%. The book value is 17.2
million euros, on total fund assets of 125 million euros.
As for the action for liability, the secretary, at the invitation of the Chairman, pointed out that a
qualified minority exercising its right to bring an action for liability is one thing, and the right to put to
the vote an action for responsibility, within the limits of the law, is another, to be resolved by a
majority of the shareholders’ meeting.
No-one else having asked to speak, the Chairman:
- declared closed the discussion of the first item on the agenda;
- informed the meeting that at 12.46 pm, for the purpose of its resolutions, there were a total of 256
shareholders participating in their own right or by proxy, representing 3,030,842,833 ordinary shares,
entitled to the same number of votes and equivalent to 57.916312% of the total number of ordinary
shares;
- put to the vote, at 12.46 pm, the proposal to approve the financial reports and the proposed allocation
of the profits, printed on page 85 of the document distributed at the entrance to the room, and
transcribed below:
“The shareholders’ meeting:
 having noted the report of the Board of Directors on operations;
 having noted the report of the Board of Statutory Auditors and the report of the external auditors;
 having examined the financial statements for the year ending on 31 December 2009, which closed
with a profit of 112,611,595 euros,
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RESOLVES
a) to approve:
 the report of the Board of Directors on operations;
 the balance sheet, income statement and notes to the financial statements for the year ending 31
December 2009 which report a profit of 112,611,595 euros, as presented by the Board of Directors
as whole, in the individual records, with the allocations proposed;
b) to allocate the profit for the financial year of Euro 112,611,595 as follows:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5% to the legal reserve

5,630,580

Euros

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

to the shareholders:
0.0145 euros to 5,229,274,503 (*) ordinary shares,
for a total of
75,824,480 Euros
0.0406 euros to 130,272,660 (*) savings shares,
for a total of
5,289,070 Euros
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------carrying forward the remaining profit of

25,867,465

Euros

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(*) net of the 3,.867,500 ordinary shares and 4,491,769 savings shares currently held by the Company.
c) to authorise the directors, if sales of the company’s own shares should be carried out before the exdividend date as per point b) above, to withdraw the amount of the dividend payable to said shares
from profits carried forward, and to post the balance of the rounding that might result in the payment
of the dividend to the same account.
The dividend shall be paid from 27 May 2010, with ex-dividend date of 24 May 2010.
The resolution was approved by a majority of the Shareholders’ Meeting
Against 28,729 shares
Abstentions 1,981,880 shares:
The remaining 3,028,832,224 shares represented were in favour of the resolution.
All as detailed in the annexes.
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The Chairman announced the result and stated that the financial statements of Pirelli & C. S.p.A. for
the year to 31 December 2009, and the allocation of the profits of the 2009 financial year had been
approved. He reminded the meeting that the dividend would be paid from 27 May 2010, with exdividend date of 24 May 2010.
At the invitation of the Chairman, Cardillo then took the floor, and asked for the action for liability
against Mr. Tronchetti Provera and the other members of the Board of Directors of Pirelli & C. S.p.A.
for having, over the years and this year, neglected to act against the directors of Pirelli primarily in
relation to the stock options received in the past, for a value amounting to a quarter of the company as
determined for the purposes of the merger: since this in his view was unwarranted, the inaction against
those responsible resulted in his view in a capital loss that is also reflected in the 2009 financial
statements. Secondly, the fault must also extend to the decision to proceed with the merger between
Pirelli & C. and Pirelli S.p.A. without reporting the true situation of Pirelli & C., burdened with debts.
Thirdly, the liability must apply to the sale of the Cables business, a sale which in his opinion was
undertaken “wholesale”, ignoring alternatives for the sale that were actually suggested by advisors, to
follow the advice of other consultants who in his opinion had conflicts of interest. A sale that was
made at a price of 1.2 billion euros – while, the shareholder stated – the company was valued
immediately after, upon listing, at 3 billion euros.
The Chairman, on this point, suggested that the shareholder should correct his statement, since it is
not true that this valuation was recorded “immediately after” the sale.
Cardillo stated that the circumstance in any event occurred after a short interval. Fourthly, he
continued, the liability should also refer to the Pirelli RE affair, and stated that Mr. Puri Negri’s
management led to losses of 400 million euros over two years, and that Puri Negri himself resigned
eight month before his mandate ended, receiving a payoff of 14 million euros, despite the fact that in
the shareholder’s opinion an action for liability could have been started. All of this with conflicts of
interest, given that Puri Negri is, like Mr. Tronchetti Provera, a shareholder in the company that
controls Camfin.
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Moreover, the shareholder invited the Board of Statutory Auditors to investigate the complaint
presented in July 2005, and prior to that, in June 2004, to Mr. Guatri (the Chairman of the Board of
Auditors at that time).
Finally, he invited the Chairman not to use his shares to vote on the proposal for an action for liability,
and to not allow even those shares of the controlling shareholders to vote, since there are conflicts of
interest.
The Chairman reminded the meeting that, net of losses, Pirelli RE earned a total of over one billion
euros. He recalled that Mr. Puri Negri left the Company with three years’ salary, as is the practice at
this high level.
Finally, he stated that he would not prevent any shareholder present, and hence also the members of
the voting trust, to express their vote.

The Chairman then informed the meeting that at 1.00 pm, for the purpose of its resolutions, there were
a total of 258 shareholders participating in their own right or by proxy, representing 2,780,891,918
ordinary shares, entitled to the same number of votes and equivalent to 53.140005% of the total
number of ordinary shares;
- at 1.00 pm he put the following proposal to the vote, the wording of which having been confirmed
from the floor by its proposing shareholder, Mr Cardillo, to resolve an action for liability against Mr.
Tronchetti Provera and other directors for having, over the years and this year, neglected to act
against the above directors in relation to (i) the stock option affair mentioned during the explanation
of the above proposal, (ii) the merger of Pirelli S.p.A. and Pirelli & C., (iii) the sale of the Cables
business, and (iv) the management of Pirelli RE.
Before opening voting, shareholder Antolini again complained about the illegitimacy of the proposed
resolution.
Voting operations having been completed, the proposal received the following votes:
Against. 2,780,672,709 shares
Abstentions. 167,470 shares
The remaining 51,739 shares represented were in favour of the resolution.
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All as detailed in the annexes.
* * *

The ordinary part of the business on the agenda having been dealt with, and no-one having requested to
speak, the Chairman moved on to deal with the extraordinary part of said agenda, minuted separately.,

»At 1.05 pm
The Secretary

The Chairman
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Minutes of a Shareholders’ Meeting of a listed company
REPUBLIC OF ITALY
In the year 2010 (two thousand and ten)
on the 10th (tenth) day
of the month of May
in Milan, in Viale Piero e Alberto Pirelli 25, Milan
Before me, Carlo Marchetti, Notary in Milan, a member of the
Board of Notaries of Milan appeared Mr.;
- Marco TRONCHETTI PROVERA, born in Milan on 18 January 1948,
domiciled

for

the

purpose

of

his

office

in

viale

Piero

e

Alberto Pirelli 25, Milan
the personal identity of whom I, as Notary, have ascertained,
who, declaring to act as Chairman of the Board of Directors,
and as such in the interest of the listed limited company
called:
"Pirelli & C. Società per Azioni"
or,

in

abbreviated

registered
Milan,

offices

share

form,
in

capital

Viale

“Pirelli
Piero

e

1,556,692,865.28

&

C.

S.p.A.”,

Alberto
euros

Pirelli,

fully

paid

with
25,
in,

Milan Business Registry no. 00860340157, Milan REA (Economic
Administrative
P=

Index)

no.

1055

(hereafter,

also:

the

"Company"),
has

asked

me

concerning

to

the

formally

take

Extraordinary

note,

Part

of

for

the

proceedings

the

agenda,

of

the

Meeting of the Shareholders of the company held in viale Sarca
214, in Milan on
the 21st (twenty first) of April 2010 (two thousand and ten)
pursuant

to

the

notice

mentioned

herein,

to

duscuss

and

deliberate on the agenda also reproduced herein.
In

accordance

with

this

request,

I

acknowledge

that

the

account of the proceedings of the aforementioned Shareholders
Meeting, insofar as the Extraordinary Part of the agenda is
concerned, is as reported below, the Ordinary Part of said
meeting having been minuted separately.
Pursuant to the Company Bylaws, the person appearing before
me, Mr. Tronchetti Provera, chaired the meeting and, firstly
(at 1.08 pm), charged me, as notary, to draw up the minutes
and

note

all

the

communications

made

at

the

start

of

the

proceedings and reported below:
- the Meeting was called on to discuss and deliberate on the
following agenda:

Ordinary Part:
(Omissis)
P=

Extraordinary Part:
Modification of articles 5 (share capital), 7 (Shareholders’
Meetings) and 16 (Board of Statutory Auditors) of the company
bylaws; numbering of the articles of the company bylaws in
single subsections. Inherent and consequent deliberations.
Conferment of powers.
- notice convening the meeting was published in the Official
Gazette (G.U. no. 33) on 18 March 2010;
- the notice convening the meetings was also published, on 19
March 2010 in Il Sole 24 Ore, Milano Finanza and Finanza &
Mercati;
- the Company has received no requests for additional items to
be

placed

on

the

agenda,

pursuant

to

the

applicable

regulations;
- the meeting convened on first call on 20 April 2010 was
adjourned,

since

an

insufficient

number

of

shares

were

represented, as indicated in the minutes to be placed in the
Minute Book.
-

the

share

capital

totals

1,556,692,865.28

divided

into

5,367,906,432 shares of 0.29 euros par value each, composed of
5,233,142,003 ordinary shares and 134,764,429 savings shares;
- at today’s date, the Company holds 3,867,500 of its own
P=

ordinary shares and 4,4991,769 savings shares;
- the documentation on the various items on the agenda had
been

the

subject

of

the

public

notices

required

by

the

applicable regulations, and published on the Company website;
in

particular,

the

document

containing

the

draft

financial

statements of the Company and consolidated financial reports
at

31

December

2009,

complete

with

directors

report,

the

reports of the Board of Statutory Auditors and of the External
Auditors as well as the reports of the Directors on all the
other

items

on

the

agenda

had

been

made

available

to

the

public at the registered offices of the company and at Borsa
Italiana, the Italian stock exchange, on 02 April 2010. As
mentioned, all the aforementioned documentation had also been
published on the Company website;
- the same documentation is contained in the printed copies of
the financial reports distributed at the entrance (including,
among other things, the proposals for deliberation formulated
by

the

contains

Board
the

of

Directors);

2009

this

Sustainability

publication,

which

Report

the

and

also

Annual

Corporate Governance and Share Ownership Report, was also sent
in the last few days to those shareholders of Pirelli & C
S.p.A. who had attended one of the last three shareholders’
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meetings, and to those who requested it;
- the financial reports of the subsidiary companies, and the
essential data on the affiliates, were also made available at
the registered offices of the Company, on 02 April 2010;
-

according

to

the

Shareholders’

Register,

updated

by

the

communications received pursuant to art. 120 of Legislative
Decree

no.

5/1998

and

other

available

information,

the

following persons own shares with voting rights representing
more than 2% of the ordinary share capital:
Number
shares

% ordinary
share
capital

1 Marco
Tronchetti Provera

1,370,735,560

26.19

of which 13,764 (0%) directly
and indirectly
through CAMFIN S.p.A.

1,369,504,398

26.17

1,217,398

0.02

287.045.437

5,49

and through Cam
Partecipazioni S.p.A.
2 Assicurazioni Generali
S.p.A.

of which 113,926,593 (2.18%) directly
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and indirectly through:
. Ina Assitalia SpA . Generali Vie

S.A -

104,949,245 (2.00%)
57,400,000 (1.10%)

. Alleanza Toro
Assicurazioni SpA -

9,888,007 (0.19%)

. Intesa Vita SpA -

842,952 (0.02%)

. Genertel Life SpA -

38,640 (0%)

3 EDIZIONE S.r.l.

249,756,728

4.77

4 Mediobanca S.p.A.

241,144,264

4.61

5 Allianz SE

236,456,434

4.52

of which indirectly through
. Allianz SpA -

236,391,434 (4.52%)

. Creditras SpA -

65,000 (0%)

6 Premafin
Finanziaria S.p.A.

234,548,202

4.48

of which indirectly through
. Fondiaria - S.A.I. SpA 233,072,874 (4.45%)
. Milan
AssicurazioniSpA -

1,325,996 (0.03%)

. Popolare Vita S.p.A. -

in

addition,

ordinary
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shares,

Pirelli

149,332
&

equivalent

C.
to

S.p.A.

(0%)
itself

approximately

owns

3,867,500

0.07%

of

the

ordinary share capital, while subsidiary companies do not hold
any Pirelli & C. S.p.A. shares;
- the list of the names of the shareholders attending the
meeting would be available at the entrance to the room as soon
as it had been printed out, and then attached to the minutes.
Furthermore, the Chairman:
-

invited

the

shareholders

to

report

any

deficiencies

in

entitlements to vote pursuant to the current regulations;
- regarding the existence of shareholder agreements, referred
to in art. 122 of Legislative Decree 58/1998, reported that
there is a Pirelli & C. S.p.A. Share Block Syndicate. The
members

are

listed

below,

together

with

the

percentage

of

ordinary shares held by each shareholder:

CAMFIN S,p,A,

Number

% of total

shares conferred

ord. Shares issued

1,063,360,850

20.32

MEDIOBANCA S,p,A,

241,144,264

4.61

EDIZIONE S,r,l,

241,135,003

4.61

FONDIARIA - SAI S,p,A,

231,355,374

4.42

ALLIANZ S,p,A,

230,749,971

4.41

230,749,965

4.41

ASSICURAZIONI
GENERALI S,p,A,
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of

which

57,400,000

shares

through

Generali

Vie

S,A,

and

82,779,265 shares through Ina Assitalia S,p,A,
INTESA SANPAOLO S.p.A.

84,519,252

1.62

Massimo MORATTI

62,407,310

1.19

of which 37,420,339 shares through CMC S.p.A. and 13,435,544
shares registered in trust to Istifid S.p.A.
SINPAR S.p.A.

33,168,521

Total
-

0,63

2,418,590,510

reported

that,

in

addition

to

46.22

himself

as

Chairman,

the

following persons were in attendance:
--

Directors:

Alberto

Carlo

Pirelli

Alessandro

(Vice

Puri

Chairman),

Negri
Carlo

(Vice

Chairman),

Acutis,

Alberto

Bombassei, Franco Bruni, Luigi Pierfranco Campiglio, Giulia
Maria Ligresti, Umberto Paolucci, Luigi Roth and Carlo Secchi
(who

arrived

a

little

late),

the

other

Directors

having

justified their absence;
-- All the Statutory Auditors: Enrico Laghi (Chairman), Paolo
Domenico Sfameni and Paolo Gualtieri;
-

representatives

financial

analysts

responsible

for

representative
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of

of
and

the

experts,

servicing
the

external

the

savings

as

auditors,
well

meeting

as
and

shareholders,

the

the

personnel

the
Mr.

media,

common
Giovanni

Pecorella;
-

recalled

Shareholders’

that

the

Meetings

current
had

been

text

of

published

Regulations
in

the

for

financial

report document (page 163 onwards), as was the current text of
the company Bylaws(page 130 onwards);
- to allow all those present who wished to participate in the
debate to do so, he used his powers under the law and the
Regulations for Shareholders’ Meetings to limit the period for
which shareholders’ could intervene to 15 minutes, and invited
the meeting to respect this limit to facilitate the orderly
and

correct

discharge

of

business,

and

also

asked

that

speakers limit themselves to the point under discussion at the
time of their intervention;
he also invited those shareholders who intended to speak on
the various items on the Agenda to register their intention,
using the form given to them for the purpose at the entrance
to be transmitted to the station on his left. When called on
to speak, he asked that the shareholders go to the microphone
on his right, and not speak from the body of the room, to
allow everyone to hear clearly;
he also informed the meeting that the proceedings were being
recorded to facilitate preparation of the minutes, and that
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simultaneous

translation

from

Italian

to

English

and

from

English to Italian was available (headsets available at the
entrance to the room);
- he mentioned that personal data collected in the recordings,
and during accreditation to participate in the meeting, would
be retained only for the purpose of running the Shareholders’
Meeting and preparing the minutes. All processing would be
carried out in accordance with the privacy law;
- he reminded the meeting that shareholders are not permitted
to make audio or video recordings of the proceedings;
Furthermore, the Chairman:
- informed the meeting that, to facilitate the work of the
meeting, the Company was using a specific IT system to record
attendance at the shareholders’ meeting and for voting.
- used slides to illustrate the arrangements for voting –
which had already been used during the previous Shareholders
meeting, explaining the following:
-

on

entering

electronic

the

device

room,
called

shareholders
a

had

“radiovoter”,

been

given

an

in

which

a

Shareholder identification code and the number of shares owned
by him or her had been stored; a sheet containing instructions
on how to use the device had also been provided with it.
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- all votes would occur using the “radiovoter”;
-once the voting procedure for each item on the agenda had
been declared open, the Shareholders would be asked to press
the “F” key to express a vote in favour, the “C” key

to

express a vote against, or the “A” key to express abstention.
At this point – before pressing “OK” – shareholders could
still change their mind, by simply pressing their new choice;
-

after

checking

that

the

correct

choice

is

shown

on

the

display, shareholder should then press the “OK” key on the
“radiovoter” to definitively express their vote, and this will
be confirmed on the display.
- after this moment, the vote expressed could only be changed
by going to the “assisted vote” desk near the podium;
- shareholders who did not vote or did not confirm their vote
by pressing OK would be classified as “NOT VOTING”;
- votes in favour, votes against and abstentions, and non
voting shareholders would automatically be registered and an
analytical report would be attached to the minutes of the
Shareholders’ Meeting;
- the “assisted vote” desk mentioned above should be used by
those

Shareholders

with

proxies

who

wished

to

express

different votes for the different holdings they represent.
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- invited the shareholders to not leave or enter the room
during

voting

to

ensure

that

attendances

were

correctly

recorded;
- the procedures for using the “radiovoter” were described in
detail in the sheet provided at the entrance, and that in any
event there were members of staff in the room who would be
able to assist where necessary;
- clarified that the “radiovoter” would also be used to record
attendances

every

time

anyone

entered

or

left

the

room

temporarily, and should be returned to the responsible staff
when the shareholder was leaving the meeting permanently, or
at the end of the meeting.
Having stated the above, the Chairman:
- informed the meeting that at 1.08 pm, for the purpose of its
resolutions,

there

was

a

total

of

260

shareholders

participating in their own right or by proxy, representing
2,780,938,721 ordinary shares, entitled to the same number of
votes and equivalent to

53.141148% of the total number of

ordinary shares;
- declared that the Shareholders’ Meeting is therefore also
constituted

in

extraordinary

session

and

may

discuss

and

deliberate the single item on the agenda, namely: Modification
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of articles 5 (share capital), 7 (Shareholders’ Meetings) and
16

(Board

of

Statutory

Auditors)

of

the

company

bylaws;

numbering of the articles of the company bylaws in single
subsections. Inherent and consequent deliberations. Conferment
of powers.
- stated that, as had been the case for the documentation on
the other topics in the ordinary part of the meeting, the
Directors’

report

illustrating

the

proposed

changes

to

the

bylaws would not be read out, having been published previously
in compliance with the applicable regulations and printed at
the end of the printed document distributed at the entrance on
page 351 onwards.
A copy of the Directors’ Report on the single item on the
agenda of the Extraordinary Part is annexed to these minutes
at “A”.
* * *
Moving on to the discussion of the single point on the Agenda
of the Extraordinary Part, the Chairman declared the debate
open:
Le Pera announced that he would vote in favour of the proposed
modification, and recollected how the Decree implementing the
shareholders’ directive contained a series of opportunities
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for the company that go beyond those prescriptions with which
it is obliged to comply. He therefore invited the meeting to
consider

these

points,

particular

those

concerning

the

possibility of participating in shareholders’ meetings using
telecommunications equipment.
Antolini announced he would be voting in favour.
Cardillo, from the floor, suggested that next time

the text

of the proposed changes be highlighted more clearly in the
Report.
No-one else having asked to speak, the Chairman:
- declared closed the discussion of the single item on the
agenda of the Extraordinary Part;
- once again asked those present to not leave the room for the
duration of the voting operations;
- as already mentioned, he stated that those persons with
proxies who intended to express diversified votes should go to
the “assisted voting” desk, while the other Shareholders could
remain seated and express their vote using the “radiovoter” as
explained earlier;
- announced that, for the purposes of the resolution, the
number of shareholders participating in their own right or by
proxy had not changed (at 1.12 pm);
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- put to the vote (at 1.15 pm), according to the procedure
described above, the proposed resolutions on the changes to
articles
numbering

5,

7

of

and
said

16

of

the

articles

Company
of

Bylaws,

and

bylaws

in

the

to

the

single

subsections, as indicated in pages 353 to 371 of the document
distributed at the entrance and transcribed

below (indicating

only the text proposed for the articles whose content is to be
changed).

The Extraordinary meeting of the shareholders of Pirelli & C. S.p.A.,
- having examined the Directors’ Report illustrating the proposed
modification of articles 5 (share capital), 7 (Shareholders’ Meetings) and 16
(Board of Statutory Auditors) of the company bylaws and of the numbering of
the articles of the company bylaws in single subsections;
RESOLVES
1)

to modify articles 5 (share capital), 7 (Shareholders’ Meetings) and

16 (Board of Statutory Auditors) of the company bylaws and to number the
individual subsections that compose the articles of the company bylaws of
Pirelli & C. S.p.A. as follows:
“Article

5”

5.1 The Company shall have a subscribed and paid-in share capital of EUR
1,556,692,865.28

(onebillionfivehundredandfiftysixmillions-

sixhundredandninetytwothousandeighthundredandsixtyfivepointtwoeight)
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divided

into

5,367,906,432

(fivebillionsthreehundredsixtysevenmillions-

ninehundredandsixthousandfourhundredandthirtytwo) shares of 0.29 euros
(zero point two nine) par value each, of which 5,233,142,003 (fivebillionstwohundredandthirtythreemilliononehundredandfourtytwothousandandthree)
ordinary

shares

and

134,764,429

(onehundredandthirtyfourmillions-

sevenhundredandsixtyfourthousandsfourhundredandtwentynine)

savings

shares.
5.2 In deliberations to increase share capital against payment, option rights
may be excluded to a maximum of ten percent of the pre-existing capital,
provided that the issue price corresponds to the market value of the shares and
that this is confirmed in a specific report drawn up by the external auditors .
5.3 If resolved by the Shareholders’ Meeting, the share capital may also be
increased by conferment of non-cash assets or credits.
5.4 By resolution of the extraordinary shareholders’ meeting held on May 7,
2003, the directors were authorised to issue, on one or more occasions within
April 30, 2008, up to a maximum of 100,000,000 (one hundred million)
ordinary shares, to be allocated to executive managers and cadres employed
by the Company, by its subsidiaries and by the subsidiaries of the latter, in
Italy and abroad, in compliance with article 2441, sub-section 8 of the Italian
Civil Code and article 134 of Consolidated Finance Law no. 58/1998. On
February 25, 2005 the Board of Directors resolved, in partial implementation
of the authorisation granted to it by the extraordinary shareholders' meeting
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held on May 7, 2003, to increase the share capital by a maximum nominal
amount of EUR 15,725,496.50, by issuing up to 54,225,850 ordinary shares
of Eur 0.29 par value each, at a price of EUR 0.996 per share, inclusive of a
EUR 0.706 share premium, to be reserved for subscription by executive
managers and cadres employed by the Company, by its subsidiaries and by
the latter’s subsidiaries, in Italy and abroad.
“Article 7”
7.1 Calling of the shareholders’ meeting, which may take place in Italy, even
outside the registered office, the right to speak and representation in
shareholders’ meetings are regulated by the law and the bylaws.
7.2 The call notice may, for the extraordinary meeting, provide for a third
call.
7.3 Shareholders, for whom the communication specified in subsection two of
article 2370 of the Italian Civil Code is received by the Company within the
two days preceding the date of the individual meeting, are entitled to speak in
the Shareholders’ meeting. .
7.4 An ordinary shareholders’ meeting must by law be called within 180 days
of the end of the company financial year.
7.5 Requests to add items to the agenda of the shareholders’ meeting
advanced by shareholders, pursuant to law, must be illustrated by their
proposers in a report to be filed at the registered offices of the Company in
sufficient time for it to be made available to the shareholders at least 10 days
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before the date set for the meeting at first call.
7.6 The special meeting of holders of savings shares is called by the common
representative of the savings shareholders of the Company or by the Board of
Directors every time they believe it to be opportune or when its convening is
required by the law.
“Article 16”
16.1 The Board of Statutory Auditors consists of three standing auditors and
two alternate auditors, who must be in possession of the requisites specified in
the current laws and regulations to hold offices of this kind; to this end, the
subjects and sectors of business that are closely related to those of the
enterprise are those indicated in the company purpose, with particular
reference to companies or organisations operating in the fields of finance,
industry, banking, insurance, property and services in general will be taken
into account.
16.2 The ordinary shareholders’ meeting elects the Board of Statutory
Auditors and determines its remuneration. The minority shareholders are
entitled to elect a statutory auditor and an alternate auditor.
16.3 The Board of Statutory Auditors is appointed in accordance with the
rules contained in the law and the applicable regulations, and, unless
otherwise specified in the third to last subsection of this article, shall be made
on the basis of slates presented by the shareholders in which the list of
candidates is progressively numbered.
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16.4 Each slate contains a number of candidates no greater than the number of
members to be elected.
16.5 Only shareholders who, alone or together with other shareholders, hold
at least 1.5 per cent of the shares entitled to vote at the ordinary shareholders’
meeting, may present slates, or the lesser proportion required by regulatory
provisions issued by the “Commissione nazionale per le Società e la Borsa
(CONSOB)” for the submission of slates of candidates for the appointment of
the Board of Directors.
16.6 Each shareholder may present or participate in the presentation of only
one slate.
16.7 The slates of candidates, signed by those submitting them, must be filed
at the registered offices of the Company, for inspection by anyone wishing to
do so, at least fifteen days before the date of first call of the shareholders’
meeting unless prorogued

in those cases envisaged in the legal and/or

regulatory provisions. Without prejudice in any event to any further
documentation required by the applicable provisions, including regulatory
provisions, the slates must be accompanied by descriptions of the curricula
vitae concerning the personal and professional characteristics of the subjects
designated, with indications of the administration and control offices they
hold in other companies, and the declarations with which the individual
candidates
- accept their candidacy and
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- attest, on their own responsibility, that there are no grounds for ineligibility
or incompatibility, and that they meet the requirements prescribed for this
office by the applicable legal and regulatory provisions and by the company
bylaws.
Any variations that might occur before the day the shareholders’ meeting is
actually held must be promptly communicated to the Company.
16.8 Slates presented in violation of the above rules are considered null.
16.9 Each candidate may only appear on one slate on pain of ineligibility.
16.10 Slates must be divided into two sections: one for candidates for the
position of Standing Auditor and the other for candidates for the position of
Alternate Auditor. The first candidate in each section must be selected from
among persons entered in the Register of Auditors who have worked on
statutory audits for a period of not less than three years.
16.11 Each person entitled to vote may vote for only one slate.
16.12 The following procedure will be used for the election of the Board of
Statutory Auditors:
a) two Standing Auditors and one Alternate Auditor are elected from the slate
that obtains the highest number of votes (the so called majority slate),
appointed according to the progressive number by which they are listed on the
slate;
b) the remaining Standing Auditor and an Alternate Auditor are elected from
the slate that obtains the second highest number of votes (the so-called
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minority slate) in the Shareholders’ Meeting, appointed according to the
progressive number by which they are listed on the slate; if two or more slates
have obtained the same number of votes, a further vote will be cast on said
slates by all the shareholders present at the meeting, and the candidates of the
slate that obtains a simple majority of votes will be elected.
16.13 The Standing Auditor at the top of the minority slate is entitled to Chair
the Board of Statutory Auditors.
16.14 In the event of the death, resignation, or expiry of the term of office of
a Standing auditor, he (or she) is replaced by the Alternate Auditor from the
same slate. However, if the Chairman of the Board of Statutory Auditors is to
be replaced, the candidate listed on the same slate takes the Chair, in the order
of the slate itself; if it is not possible to proceed in the manner described
above, a shareholders’ meeting shall be called to fill the vacancy or vacancies
by means of a resolution approved by a relative majority of the votes cast.
16.15 When the Shareholders’ Meeting must appoint the Standing and/or
Alternate Auditors needed to complete the Board of Statutory Auditors,
pursuant to the previous paragraph or to the law, the following procedure
must be used: if auditors elected from the majority slate are to be replaced, the
appointment is made with the favourable votes of a relative majority without
being tied to a slate; if, instead, auditors elected from the minority slate are to
be replaced, the shareholders’ meeting replaces them with the favourable
votes of a relative majority, choosing where possible from among the
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candidates on the slate from which the auditor to be replaced was elected, and
in any event while respecting the principle of the necessary representation of
the minorities, to whom these Bylaws assure the right to participate in the
appointment of the Board of Statutory Auditors. The principle of necessary
representation of minorities is respected in the case of the appointment of
Auditors who have been candidates on the minority slate or slates other than
those that obtained the highest number of votes in the procedure to appoint
the Board of Statutory Auditors.
16.16 If only a single slate has been presented, the shareholders’ meeting
shall vote on it; if the list should obtain a relative majority, the candidates
indicated in the respective section of the slate will have been elected statutory
and alternate auditors; the person indicated at the top of the aforementioned
slate is entitled to Chair the Board of Statutory Auditors.
16.17 For the appointment of auditors not appointed according to the
procedure described above, for any reason, then the shareholders’ meeting
decides with the legal majorities.
16.18 Outgoing Auditors may be re-elected.
16.19 Participation in meetings of the Board of Statutory Auditors may be – if
the Chairman or his substitute verifies the necessity – by means of
telecommunication techniques that permit participation in the discussion and
equality of information for all those taking part.
2) to award the Board of Directors – represented by the Chairman and the
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Vice Chairmen, severally – all the requisite powers to complete all the
formalities necessary to ensure that the resolutions adopted are entered in the
Register of Businesses, accepting and introducing any formal and nonsubstantial modifications, supplements or abolitions that may be required by
the competent Authorities”.
The resolution was approved by a majority of the Shareholders’
Meeting.
Abstentions 115,355 shares.
No share against.
The remaining 2,780,823,366 shares represented were in favour
of the resolution.
All as detailed in the annexes.
The

Chairman

announced

the

result,

acknowledging

that

the

proposed modification of articles 5, 7 and 16 of the Company
Bylaws and of the numbering of the articles of the Company
Bylaws in single subsections had received the favourable votes
of over two thirds of those present and had therefore been
approved by a majority.
* * *
There

being

no

other

business,

the

Chairman

declared

the

Shareholders’ Meeting closed at 1.18 pm (one eighteen post
meridiem)and delivered to me, notary:
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-

the

Company

Bylaws

that

incorporate

the

modifications

approved by the Shareholders’ Meeting, including the numbering
of the subsections of the single articles thereof, annexed to
these minutes at “B”;
-

the

list

of

names

of

those

persons

who

attended

the

Shareholders’ Meeting, with details of the votes, annexed to
these minutes at “C”.
I
have read this document to the person appearing before me, who
approved

it

and

signed

it

at

7.45

pm,

having

omitted

the

reading of the annexes by his express dispensation.

I

declare

that

this

document

consists

of

six

pages

typed by a trustworthy person and twenty one pages and the
twenty second to this point completed by hand by myself.
Signed Marco Tronchetti Provera
Signed Carlo Marchetti, Notary
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